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Notice 

 

This strategic plan was prepared following discussions and a strategic planning 

session with Business Improvements Areas (BIA).  The strategic plan does not 

seek to justify the sources of information or other information presented. Carey 

consultants do not express its opinion or any statement regarding the information 

presented.  Carey consultants are not responsible of the strategic plan 

implementation.  

 

We would like to address special thanks to the president of Downtown Centre-

ville New Brunswick, Anne Poirier-Basque, who helped us prepare and conduct 

the planning session.  Thanks to all the members who were involved in this 

process. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diane Carey, B.A.A, M.B.A. 

Business Consultant  

 

3664-102, rue Luce  

Tracadie-Sheila, New Brunswick, E1X 1G9 

Telephone: (506) 393-1085 

Fax : (506) 393-1080 

Email: info@careyconsultants.ca  

Website : www.careyconsultants.ca 
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1.0 MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
 

 

Downtown Centre-ville New Brunswick, (DCNB) is the unified voice of the 28 

Business Improvement Areas (BIAs) in the Province. We are a membership 

organization with a mission to assist its members in developing best practices to 

achieve the most prosperous Downtowns possible.  

  

The Downtowns of New Brunswick represent a tax base of over 1.5 billion 

dollars . Since the inception of the Business  Improvement Areas Act in the early 

1980s, BIAs have  been  able to self impose a levy for the purposes of funding 

the goals and objectives of each organization. This has been critical to 

maintaining the relevance of our Downtowns to our respective communities. 

 

Today we are still faced with many challenges such as the deterioration of 

our infrastructure, urban sprawl and reduced Provincial and Federal 

Programs aimed at keeping urban centres strong. In an attempt to address 

some of the issues confronting our Downtowns, we have developed a 

plan comprised of strategies to facilitate partnerships, and spearhead 

initiatives   to assist us in reaching our goals.  

 

Attached is a copy of our recently completed Strategic Plan for your 

perusal. We look forward to further discussion on issues of mutual 

importance as we all try to build better communities. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Anne Poirier Basque 

Downtown Moncton Centre-ville Inc. 
 

 

 
 

104-770 MAIN STREET, MONCTON, NB CANADA E1C 1E7 

506-857-4077 

http://www.nbdowntown.ca/ 

  

http://www.nbdowntown.ca/
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Downtown Centre-ville New Brunswick (DCNB) acts as a parent organization to 28 

Business Improvement Areas (BIAs) across the province. As a parent organization, they 

bring these local downtown organizations together to create a unified voice.  DCNB was 

looking to develop a new strategic plan for their organization for 2017-2020 since their 

last plan in 2003. 

 

Our mandate was to prepare a short strategic plan where we would focus on the action 

plan. Some parts were intentionally excluded for this exercise to meet DCNB’s budget 

(ex: social and economic situation, for example).  The work proposal was to offer DCNB a 

short exercise to lead directly to the preparation of the action plan (strategic plan).   

 

A strategic plan needs to take into account the financial, human and material resources 

available. Our work studied three main questions: Where (in what position) the 

organization is currently? Where does the organization want to go? How can we achieve 

the objectives? A strategic planning session is a process with precise steps that allow an 

organization to move towards the development of an action plan.  DCNB required a 
moment to assess the work done and the work to be accomplished to better plan the 
future by identifying current and potential challenges, to then identify actions for 
solutions.   

 
Carey consultants were mandated in June 2016 to begin the strategic planning process. 

The next section describes the methodology used to develop the strategic plan. We have 

taken in consideration the limits, needs and desires of each of the BIAs to better position 

and manage its growth and sustainability. 

 

Any organization with the desire to position itself for the coming years must take the 

time to consider what it did in the past, what it does in the present moment, what it 

wants to accomplish in the future.   

 

 

2.1 DOWNTOWN CENTRE-VILLE NEW BRUNSWICK 
 

 

Downtown Centre-ville New Brunswick (DCNB) is the association of the Business 

Improvement Areas (BIAs) in the province.  A BIA is an association of NON 

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY OWNERS, commercial property owners and tenants 

within a defined geographical area who work collectively to create prosperous, 

competitive and safe business areas that attract people to shop, live, work, visit 

and invest. Traditionally, these areas fall within what has been known as the   

“Central Business District or Downtown” within a community. 

 

The Business Improvement Areas Act of the province, created in 1981, allows the 

local business community to collectively take ownership of revitalizing, marketing 

and promoting their business area.  
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Downtown Centre-ville New Brunswick has no employees. The board of directors 

is composed of 9 active and engaged members. The executive has four members : 

the President, Vice-president, a Treasurer and a Secretary. There are currently 

28 Business Improvement Areas in New  Brunswick :  
 

1 Business Fredericton North 

2 Centre-Ville Caraquet 

3 Centre-Ville Shediac Downtown 

4 Centre-ville (Tracadie) Inc. 

5 Communauté rurale de Kedgwick 

6 
Corporation d’Amélioration du Centre-ville de 

Shippagan Inc. 

7 Dalhousie Business Improvement Corp. 

8 Downtown Bathurst Revitalization Corp. (DBRC) 

9 Downtown Campbellton Centre-ville 

10 Downtown Fredericton Inc. 

11 Downtown Moncton Centre-ville Inc. 

 
DowntownS Miramichi BusinesS District 

12 
DowntownS Historic Chatham Business District 

(Tuesday and Friday) 

13 
DowntownS Newcastle BusinesS District (Monday and 

Thursday) 

14 Edmundston Centre-ville Downtown 

15 Grand Falls Central Business Dev. Inc. 

16 
La Corporation d’Amélioration des Affaires de 

Bouctouche Inc. 

17 
La Corporation d’Amélioration des Affaires de 

Richibucto Inc. 

18 Lamèque Centre-Ville Inc. 

19 Mainstreet Redevelopment Sackville Inc. 

20 Minto Business Association Inc. 

21 Perth-Andover Downtown Development Corp. 

22 Petitcodiac Downtown Business Association Inc 

23 St. Andrews Business Improvement Corp. 

24 St. George Business Improvement Corporation Inc. 

25 St. Stephen Business Improvement Area Inc. 

26 Sussex Downtown Business Association 

27 Uptown Saint John Inc. 

28 Downtown Woodstock 
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2.2 SERVICES 
 

 

Since DCNB has no employees, the services or activities undertaken are limited.  

Every BIA is different.  Some have  one, two or three  employees while others 

have none.  Each of them can undertake one or many activities, such as : 
 

 Strategic Planning,  

 Physical programs (beautification) for the Main Street; 

 Marketing, communication and promotional activities; 

 Economic Development (ex: recruiting new businesses); 

 Membership (Encourage improvement and revitalization); 

 Environmental programs; 

 Other related activities that help strengthen the economic 

opportunities  
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3.0 METHODOLOGY 
 

The development of a strategic plan requires many hours of preparation and analyzing 

the data collected.  A strategic planning is a dynamic process that involves the 

commitment of its members.  Here are the steps undertaken to prepare the strategic 

plan:  

1) Exercise planning. Conference call meeting with the president. 

a. Discussion of the actual situation 

b. Discussion of previous work 

c. Goals expected from the strategic planning session 

d. Available resources 

e. Establishing priority responsibility axis (theme) and what type of 

information needs to be gathered 

f. Planning session details (date, caterer, conference room, etc.) 

2) Preparation of the planning session 

a. Analysis of documents received 

b. Reflexion discussion questions 

c. Agenda 

3) Validation of the content of the planning session 

4) Strategic planning session in Tracadie 

5)  Analysis and writing of the strategic plan (action plan only) 

a. Goals per development priority (theme) 

b. Actions to undertake to reach goals 

c. Evaluation measures 

d. Budget 

e. Clientele 

f. Result expected 

g. Responsible of the implementation of each action 

h. Deadline 

6) Deposit of a first draft 

7) Feedback from committee 

8) Deposit of the strategic plan 2017-2020 to DCNB  
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4.0 CONSULTATION 
 

 

4.1  PURPOSE OF CONSULTATIONS 

 
The consultation conducted was intended to provide ways to : 

 

 Determine the priority areas for the next three years, setting strategic 
development  goals and actions; 
 

 Determine the needs of the members; 
 

 

 Improve the current activities & services to the membership; 
 

 

 Prepare a strategic plan (action plan) oriented towards the vision of the 
organization to facilitate financing or lobbying; 

 

 

 Ensure the long-term sustainability of the organization. 
 

 

4.2  SUMMARY OF CONSULTATIONS  
 

 

From the invitation to all the 28 members, 10 of them participated at the 

planning session held in Tracadie on June 22nd , at the Deux Rivières Resort. 

 

Here is a list of the participant members : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Business Fredericton North 

Centre-ville (Tracadie), Inc. 

Centre-Ville Shediac Downtown 

Dalhousie Business Improvement Corp. 

Downtown Bathurst Revitalization Corp (DBRC) 

Downtown Campbellton Centre-ville 

Downtown Fredericton Inc. 

Downtown Moncton Centre-ville Inc. 

DowntownS Miramichi BusinesS District 

Uptown Saint John Inc.  
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Participants were divided in two tables : one francophone and one anglophone to 

allow members to express  easily in their first language.  The planning session 

was bilingual. 

 

Per group, one person was assigned to take notes and to present a summary of the 

discussions to the other group. A plenary was offered to the groups after each step 

of the session.  Small groups allow creativity and make sure everyone is at ease to 

share their thoughts and views.  At the end of the session, all participants were 

asked individually to establish their priorities on flip charts (priority and 

secondary actions with two different colour sticker). 

   

Here is the agenda of the planning session :  

 

8 h  Breakfast and registration 

 

8h30  Opening remarks by the president  

  

8h45  Mission, vision and values exercise 

 

9h15  Review of the past 

 

9h45  Present Analysis 

 

10h15  Break 

 

10h30  Futur exercice – part 1 

  

11h  Futur exercice – part 2 

 

12h  Prioritization of the actions  

 

12h30  Next Steps and closing remarks 

 

1h  Lunch 
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5.0 MISSION, VISION AND VALUES 
 

The first step in a planning session consists of validating the current mission, vision and 

values.  DCNB’s mission, vision and values haven’t been reviewed since 2003. 

 

5.1 MISSION 
 

 

The mission is the purpose or the mandate of the organization. It reflects the 

strategic choices. The mission aims to answer the question: “In which areas or 

sectors should be the current organization?”. The mission is a clear statement of 

the organization’s objectives which guide the strategies and decisions making. It 

is defined in general terms to ensure to not be confined.  It should answer the 

questions what, who and how. 

 

Following our exercise, half of the members thought the mission was still 

appropriate and were satisfied with it.   
 

Is our mission still appropriate?  Am I satisfied with our mission 
  

   YES (4)  

   NO (4)  

 Still appropriate but needs work  

 
Current mission : The mission of Downtown Centre-ville New Brunswick is to 

assist its members in developing prosperous downtowns in the province. 

 

Proposed mission : Downtown Centre-ville New Brunswick is a membership 

organization with a mission to assist its members in developing best practices to 

achieve the most prosperous Downtowns possible.  
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5.2 VISION 
 

 

A vision defines an ideal and a desire to over achieve in the future. It gives an 

image of the future that we are trying to create with the mission.  It is a state 

that is not currently achieved and needs effort to reach it. 

 

Since the members thought the vision was still appropriate, we are not suggesting 

any new vision.    

 

Current vision :  We envision a future where all New Brunswick downtowns – the 

heart and soul of our communities – are dynamic, prosperous and sustainable.  

 

  

Is our vision still appropriate?  Am I satisfied with our vision?  

 

   YES (5)  

   Uncertain (2)  

 
 

5.3 VALUES 
 

 

Values orient the attitudes and the behaviour of the members.  It is how the 
organization wants to behave while we are accomplishing the mission and 
working towards achieving the vision.  Following the consultation, we suggest the 
values in bold for DCNB since they seem more important for the members. 

 

 Transparency  

 Integrity 

 Collaboration  

 Fostering relationships  

 Positivity  

 Communication  

o With members 

o With government 

 Sustainability  

 Protection of our members and the BIA act  

 Prosperity and longevity  

 Accuracy  

 Dedication  

 Pride  

 Fairness  

 Safety, cleanliness, vibrancy 

 Respect of challenges within individual BIAs  

 Economic development 

 Most valued real estate  

 Independent entities  
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6.0  STRATEGIC PLAN 
 

The implementation of the strategic plan is the responsibility of the board of directors.  

 

6.1 OBSERVATIONS/PRESENT SITUATION   
 

 Here is an overview of what we heard from the planning session. 

 

Members qualify DCNB as the unified voice of the 28 BIAs in New Brunswick.  

DCNB is facing issues regarding the engagement of its members because of 

different factors.  The needs of each BIA are not the same. 

 

 Each BIA is different: 

o Rural and urban BIAs are not facing the same challenges; 

o North and South realities are different; 

o Travel distance to assist meetings; 

o Employee VS none 

 Full time, part-time or municipality employee 

o Language reality of the province. 

 

There is a will power of the members to work together to achieve the association’s 

objectives.  

 

 Since the last strategic plan, DCNB has mostly worked on three priorities : 

 

1) Business Improvement act  

2) Tax Incremental Financing Program 

3) Funding program to implement NB BIA Planning Initiatives 

 

Over the last years, DCNB has accomplished many strategic actions :  

 Strategic planning grant program – provincial government 500k – 250k  

 Marketing tools : pamphlet/brochure/website  

 Good relationship with:  

o Local government (Municipalities)  

o Economic group   

o Mayors and city staff 

o Francophone associations   

 Meeting attendance increased.  Different locations 

 Guidelines 

 More organized. Organized the program 

 Better communications/presentation  
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DCNB has overcome challenges but always needs to deal with issues, such as :  
 

 Program funding  

 Employee’s turnover in the BIAs /  Stability of BIAs   

 Creating better relationship with Government and municipalities 

 Changing ministers, municipalities council,  mayors and government 

employees 

 Lobbying and connections  

 Derelict and underutilized properties in the BIA (no TIF program) 
 

DCNB has been less successful in some areas, such as :  
 

 Clear policy for dissociation of BIAs; example Downtown Riverview 

 Lack of funding 

o Sustainable funding for projects 

o Finding a champion for provincial and federal funding  

o For urban renewal  (streets improvements, lights, damages  , 

streetscape, roads, sidewalks) 

 Lack of knowledge of our mission 

 Legislation  

 Lack of visibility of Downtown  

 Engaging membership and employee turnover  

 Engaged feedback for communications 
 

Below, is a table qualifying the accomplishment of the last strategic plan from the 

participant members :  
 

OBJECTIVE Level of accomplishment 

1. DCNB has strengthened its position with members, partners and 

government 

Partially accomplished (10) 

2. Communication tools have been developed and implemented Partially accomplished (7) 

Accomplished (2) 

Mostly accomplished (2) 

3. Strategic opportunities for strengthening the economic base of 

New Brunswick downtowns  

Partially accomplished (4) 

In progress/ongoing (4) 

No (2) 

4. DCNB has facilitated signed partnership agreements with 

Provincial and Federal Governments 

Not accomplished (4) 

In past (4)-Partially accomplished (2) 

5. Provincial and Municipal Land Use and Economic Development 

policies reflect the concept of principles of Smart Growth and 

sustainable development 

Not accomplished (5) 

 

6. A Model for a vibrant BIA has been developed 

 

Not accomplished (8) 

Partially accomplished (2) 

7. Members participate more fully within DCNB Partially accomplished (9) 
 

In three years, DCNB wishes to : 
 

 Obtain a funding program to implement NB BIA Plannin initiatives from 2013; 

 Update BIA Act;  

 Engage more its members within the organization; 

 Work with the province to establish a Tax Incremental Financial Program for derelict 

properties in the BIAs 
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6.2 SWOT ANALYSIS 
 

6.2.1  STRENGTHS  
 

Including assets, as well as elements of success and pride 

 Strength in numbers – unity – only voice  

 Bilingualism  

 Communication and connection  

 Passion  

 Engaged board  

 Fresh blood – new ideas  

 Ressources  

 Membership 

 Good representation  

 

6.2.2  WEAKNESSES 
 

Including challenges 

 Geography 

 BIAs at different financial levels  

 Communication and marketing 

o Website consistency/accuracy  

 Limited resources 

 Lack of engagement of members 

Different challenges and needs from each BIA. Different cultures, 

mentalities, environments and places in the province 

 

6.2.3  THREATS 
 

 Outdated BIA Act  

 Lack of government consistency: losing the liaison person at 

government 

 Loss of membership  

 Bureaucracy:  dissolution process and expansion process  

 No TIF program    

 

6.2.4  OPPORTUNITIES 
 

 Long-term funding 

 Regional meetings and committees 

 Lobbying 

 Networking and relationship building   

o Municipal  

o Tax revenue with TIF  

o Provincial  

o Social organizations  

o To renew funding   

 Marketing and social media  

 Employment opportunities  

 Program renewal   
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6.3 TARGET CLIENTELE  
 

7 groups have been targeted in the development of the strategic plan, being 

groups directly affected directly or indirectly by this plan :  
 

 

 The Association (DCNB Board and executive) 

 Members (28 BIAs)  

 Businesses / Merchants  

 Community organizations 

 Government  

o Local (municipalities) 

o Provincial  

o Federal (ex: ACOA) 

 Citizens and community at large 

 Visitors (tourists) 

 

 

6.4 PRIORITY AREAS 
 

 

Six priority areas were chosen for this strategic planning exercise.  These areas 

are currently used by DCNB, resulting from the strategic plan in 2003, and still 

have objectives to be reached. 

 

 

PRIORITY AREA 1 :  Internal Operations/Services to Members 

PRIORITY AREA 2 :  Funding 

PRIORITY AREA 3 : Marketing/communication 

PRIORITY AREA 4 : Lobbying, Partnership and Networking 

PRIORITY AREA 5 : Policies Development 
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6.5 STRATEGIC GOALS 
 

Here are the strategic goals established for each priority area :  

 

 

PRIORITY AREA 1 :  Internal Operations/Services to Members 

Strategic goal 1 : Increase engagement of members 

Strategic goal 2 : Provide guidance to members 

PRIORITY AREA 2 : Funding 

Strategic goal 1 : Improve and revitalize downtowns 

Strategic goal 2 : Ensure sustainability 

PRIORITY AREA 3 : Marketing/communication 

Strategic goal 1 : Educate communities about the crucial roles of BIAs 

Strategic goal 2 : Promote BIAs downtowns 

PRIORITY AREA 4 : Lobbying, Partnership and Networking 

Strategic goal 1 : Establish partnerships and networks locally and provincially 

Strategic goal 2 : Building strong relationships with municipal, provincial and 

federal governments 

PRIORITY AREA 5 : Policies Development 

Strategic goal 1 : Develop and recommend policies to government (BIA Act; 

Signage Policy) 
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6.6 STRATEGIC ACTIONS  
 

 

AREA 1 : INTERNAL OPERATIONS / SERVICES TO 

MEMBERS 

 

 
AREA 1 – Strategic goal 1 : Increase engagement of members 

 

Actions to be undertaken 

Bilingual communications (meetings, emails, documents, etc.) 

Create regional model of representation. Divide DCNB four regions 

 regional meetings 

 Regional committee for strategic plan implementation 

Equal representation of four regions on board of directors 

Two annual meetings for all members 

AGM :  

 Provide annual updates to members and partners 

 Educate members and partners about the impact and role of DCNB and 

BIAs 

Social activities with members at least once a year 

Annual survey to members to assess their needs and expectations towards DCNB 

 Expectations about meetings 

 What would increase their attendance to meetings 

 What tools or resources could help them be more efficient 

 Create an  improvement committee who will resolve issues 

Identify roles descriptions of the board of directors and members 

Create a plan when a project is undertaken (actions, leaders and timeline chart)  

Hold a strategic planning meeting every three years 

Review the strategic plan yearly.  
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AREA 1 – Strategic goal 2 : Provide guidance to members 
Help BIAs to become more prosperous and sustainable. 

 

Actions to be undertaken 

Prepare a tool kit inspired of Downtown Canada 

 Model for a vibrant BIA  

Prepare a best-practice guide 

Include a best-practice session at least one a year during meetings 

Create a mentorship program between new and experienced members 

Create an open communication platform between members  

 Private group on Facebook to send info to members 

 Online portal :  avenue for feedback on a regular basis 

o Q&A per topic / Best Practices / News from the BIAs  / Data / 

Resources and links / Tips / Etc. 

Training session offered to all new employees of a BIA 

Access to data about Downtowns. Provide a resource to BIAs for information.  

Accurate facts and guidance. 

Seminars and sessions for all BIA`s to provide information and assistance in the 

planning of projects 

Inform members through a newsletter or an update by email twice a year of the 

work of DCNB 

Create a list of training and development opportunities 

 

 

 

Overall results:  

 Members participate more fully within DCNB 

 Members are more engaged within the organization 

 Members are working together toward the same goals 

 Members are more informed 

 Diverse membership and board 

 Services to members improved 
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AREA 2 : FUNDING 
 

AREA 2 – Strategic goal 1 : Improve and revitalize downtowns 
address shortcomings related to BIA protections. 

 

Actions to be undertaken 

Develop a long-term funding program proposal to governments (GNB and 

ACOA).  

 Data on economic levy 

 Funding for :  

o Operations DCNB and BIAs 

 Part-time or full-time employee 

 Consulting work 

 Marketing 

o Infrastructures 

 Without planning and commitment our Downtowns 

will be deteriorating 

o Planning grant 

o Activities 

 Revamp activities to increase traffic 

 Explain how the funding will be managed  

 Economic Developpement plan for DCNB and BIAs 

 Explain return on investment (results) 

 

Lobbying to increase tax assessments in the province) 

Create a  long-term incentive funding program – federal and provincial 

 Incentive program to maintain and improve infrastructures 
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AREA 2 – Strategic goal 2 : Ensure sustainability 
 Secure core funding 

 Improve and sustain the BIAs throughout NB 

 

Actions to be undertaken 

Lobbying for implementation of the Tax Incremental financing program 

 Prepare a full proposal (and a two pager) to the government 

explaining the economic impact of a TIF program 

o Including the governance model of DCNB and BIAs if 

implemented 

Identify sources of funding locally and provincially  

 Taxes, donations, municipalities, private sector contributions, 

fundraisers, etc. 

Prepare a financial plan model for BIAs 

 Visibility plan for private sector contributions (return on investment) 

 

Overall results :  

 Improvement of look of buildings  

 Preserve and protect members and businesses 

 A.  better implementation of DCNB and BIA strategic plans 

o Implementation of NB BIA Planning Initiatives 

 Attraction of employees and tourists 

 Help our businesses succeed. Increase of traffic in stores and downtowns 

o Increase the market for merchants  

 Consistant funding. 

 Better, greater and stronger Downtowns 

 Increase tourism all year around.  

 Urban renewal 

 Contribute to the well-being of our merchants and our residents  

 To keep our Downtowns alive, successful and prosperous 

 Updated and modern infrastructure  

 Stronger organization 

 Tax incremental financing in place in provincial and in municipal 

government 

 Welcoming downtown environment catering to a wide demographic from 

new born to seniors  

 Lead to a critical mass in the downtown areas  

 Maintain sustainable economic development of communities 

 Attract people to shop, live, work, visit and invest 

 Stimulate growth, sustainability and future development of BIAs and 

Downtown Cores 

 Increase the income opportunities and employment benefits through 

expanded retail and service retail and other businesses within downtowns 

 More help to small Downtowns  

 Pleasant, vibrant and secure area for residents and visitors  

 Continuity and stability of the local economy in the regions 
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AREA 3 :  MARKETING / COMMUNICATION 

 

AREA 3 – Strategic goal 1: Educate communities about the 

crucial roles of BIAs 
 Strengthen the position of DCNB with its members, partners and 

government 

 

Actions to be undertaken 

Funding  

Create a marketing committee 

 Content development team 

o “did you know…”, facts, board members, tax assessments, 

bylaws, etc. 

o Contests 

o Promotion of BIAs (ex :  BIA of the month) 

 Social media team (Facebook, Instagram and Twitter) 

Create a Facebook, Instagram and Twitter account 

Prepare an annual list of accomplishments 

Retractable banner of DCNB 

PowerPoint presentation about facts about BIAs   

Press releases every six months to overview the work done and impact of BIAs 

Prepare a list of provincial and regional events where the presence of DCNB is 

important 

Annual General Meeting (AGM) 

 Invite partners 

 Press release 

 Annual report 

Presentation to partners 

Develop a brochure for partners 
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AREA 3 - Strategic goal 2 : Promote BIAs Downtowns 
 Enhance and encourage a positive investment spirit within the 

downtown business community  

 Encourage local entrepreneurship 

 

Actions to be undertaken 

Review DCNB and BIAs branding 

 Heart and soul of communities 

 Place for great shopping, restaurants and entertainment  

Develop key messages 

Professional photos of downtowns 

List of services and activities in each BIAs 

Develop activities all year around 

Update of website 

 Current website can’t be found on search engines 

Develop a brochure for potential businesses 

Develop a marketing communication plan 

Develop an urban sprawl tool kit 

Create a list of potential activities for vibrant downtowns 

Create a ‘how-to’ guide 

o Ex : Festivals, vendor drive, open-air markets, buskers, Diverse 

entertainment for the masses  

 Concert  

o Movies in the park  

o Incentives for citizens to buy local  

o Seasonal activities  

Create a dialogue between merchants.  Gather the merchants   

 5-7 market  

 Business appreciation events  

 Bring the buyer to the merchant to increase their business 

 

 

Overall results :  

 Communication tools have been developed and implemented 

 Visibility for our communities  and businesses 

 Increased presence on social media 

 Partners and businesses understand the importance of DCNB and BIAs 

 Facilitate funding 

 Better recognition from partners 
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AREA 4 : LOBBYING, PARTNERSHIP, NETWORKING 
 

AREA 4 - Strategic goal 1 : Establish partnerships and networks 

locally and provincially. 
 

Actions to be undertaken 

Assist at Chamber of Commerce activities 

Meeting and presentations with economic organizations to explore opportunities 

of partnership.  Ex: Conesil économique du Nouveau-Brunswick, Association 

francophone des municipalités du N.-B., Chambers of Commerce, other business 

agencies, etc. 

Target events to network 

 Hosting IDA in Atlantic Canada 
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AREA 4 - Strategic goal 2 : Building strong relationships with 

municipal, provincial and federal governments 

 
 

Actions to be undertaken 

Prepare marketing tools and financial proposals 

Target strategic individuals for lobbying 

Regular meetings and communications with staff at Environment and Local 

Government of New Brunswick 

Update on work and improvement 

Regular meetings and communications with members of parliament of New 

Brunswick (ex: Dominic LeBlanc) 

Regular meetings with influent MLAs 

Meeting with board of directors of Regional Service Commissions 

Private reception for MLA’s, and MP’s, 

Invite councils (mayors) at AGM 

  

 

Overall results :  

 More municipal and provincial support / Staff and support at GNB 

 Better relationship with municipalities 

 Continue to be the CRD of our municipalities 

 Prosperous relationships have been established 

 Create awareness of DCNB 

 DCNB has strengthened its position with partners and government. 

 Strategic opportunities for strengthening the economic base of New 

Brunswick downtowns are developed.  

 DCNB has facilitated signed partnership agreements with Provincial 

and Federal Governments 

 More trust from partners 

 DCNB is recognized as an engine that provides working tools to the BIAs for the 

betterment of the respective regions and the province as a whole. 
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AREA 5 : POLICIES DEVELOPMENT 
 

AREA 5 – Strategic goal 1 : Develop and recommend policies to 

government. 
 

Actions to be undertaken 

Review and amend business improvement act (BIA act). Underline the changes 

to be made in a document.  Prepare an official proposal to government 

explaining the importance of the update. 

Meeting with cabinet 

Continue lobbying 

 

 

Overall results:  

 Updated BIA`s Act . Provincial and Municipal Land Use and Economic 

Development policies reflect the concept of principles of Smart Growth 

and sustainable development.   

 To reduce urban sprawl. 
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6.7 FOLLOW-UP AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 

STRATEGY 
 

The success of a plan depends directly on its implementation. However, it is also 

its biggest challenge. Engagement of DCNB’s members will be crucial in the 

implementation.    

 

We advise that a development committee is put in place in order to ensure the 

implementation of the strategic plan. This committee will guide the 

implementation, continue the work and be responsible of finding resources 

allowing to carry out the actions. It must ensure a continuous communication and 

collaboration between all parties involved, and it must be responsible of funding 

applications.  

 

Here are the recommendations for follow-up actions : 

 
 

Stages of implementation  

 

Leader Deadline 

 Comment the first draft of the strategic plan  DCNB Members October 2016 

 Write of the final version of the plan Carey consultants November 2016 

 Detailed action plan  Carey consultants December 2016 

4. Establish an implementation committee : 
 

 Validate roles and responsibilities of all 

parties involved 

 Identify resources to support and carry 

operational plan 

DCNB Board January 2017 

5. Continuous update and evaluation process of 

the strategic plan 

DCNB Board Every 3 months 
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6.8 ACTION PLAN 

 
 PRIORITY AREA 1: INTERNAL OPERATIONS / SERVICES TO MEMBERS 
 

Strategic goal 1 : Increase engagement of members 

Actions Target Group 
Priority 

level 
Deadline Budget Expected results Leader Means of assessment 

 

Bilingual communications (meetings, emails, 

documents, etc.) 

DCNB’s 

members 
1 

January 

2017 

ongoing 

 

 Members participate more fully within DNB 

 Members are more engaged within the 

organization 

 Members are working together toward the same 

goals 

 Members are more informed 

 Diverse membership and board 

DCNB’s Board 
All communications are 

bilingual 

Create regional model of representation. Divide 

DCNB four regions 

 Regional meetings 

 Regional committee for strategic plan 

implementation 

DCNB’s 

members 
1 

January 

2017 
 DCNB’s Board 

# of regional meetings 

held 

# of subregions created 

# of regional committee 

Equal representation of four regions on board of 

directors 

DCNB’s 

members 
1 

Next AGM 

2017 
 DCNB’s Board 

# of regions represented 

on board 

Two annual meetings for all members 
DCNB’s 

members 
1 2017  DCNB’s Board 

# of annual meetings 

held 

AGM :  

 Provide annual updates to members and 

partners 

 Educate members and partners about the 

impact and role of DCNB and BIAs 

DCNB’s 

members 
2 

Next AGM 

2017 
 DCNB’s Board 

# of items on agenda: 

- Updates 

- Impact and role of 

DCNB 

Social activities with members at least once a year 
DCNB’s 

members 
2 2017  DCNB’s Board 

# of social activity held 

# of participant 

Identify roles descriptions of the board of directors 

and members 

DCNB’s 

members 
1 

Before next 

AGM 2017 
 DCNB’s Board 

Document of role 

description made 

Create a plan when a project is undertaken 

(actions, leaders and timeline chart) 

 

 

DCNB’s 

Members 

 

 

1 

 

 

2017 

Ongoing 

 

 

 

 

 

DCNB’s Board 

 

 

 

# of plan created for 

each project undertaken 
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Annual survey to members to assess their needs 

and expectations towards DCNB 

 Expectations about meetings 

 What would increase their attendance to 

meetings 

 What tools or resources could help them be 

more efficient 

 Create an  improvement committee who 

will resolve issues 

DCNB’s 

members 
2 2018  DCNB’s Board 

Annual survey created 

# of response 

 
Hold a strategic planning meeting every three 

years 

DCNB’s 

members 
1 2020  DCNB’s Board 

Strategic session is 

planned in 2020 

 Review the strategic plan every three months 
DCNB’s 

members 
1 

March 2017 

Ongoing 
 DCNB’s Board 

# of strategic plan 

review per year 
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PRIORITY AREA 1: INTERNAL OPERATIONS / SERVICES TO MEMBERS 

Strategic goal 2 : Provide guidance to members.  Help BIAs to become more prosperous and sustainable. 

Actions Target Group 
Priority 

level 
Deadline Budget Expected results Leader Means of assessment 

 

Prepare a tool kit inspired of Downtown Canada 

 Model for a vibrant BIA 

DCNB’s 

members 
3 2019  

 Services to members improved 

 New members are well supported 

 Members have the documents and training 

needed to improve their downtowns 

 

DCNB’s Board Tool kit created 

Prepare a best-practice guide 
DCNB’s 

members 
2 2018  DCNB’s Board 

Best practice guide 

created 

Include a best-practice session at least one a year 

during meetings 

DCNB’s 

members 
1 2017  DCNB’s Board 

# of best practice 

session 

# of participant 

Create a mentorship program between new and 

experienced members 

 Private group on Facebook to send info to 

members 

 Online portal :  avenue for feedback on a 

regular basis 

 Q&A per topic / Best Practices / News 

from the BIAs  / Data / Resources and 

links / Tips / Etc. 

New and 

experienced 

DCNB’s 

members 

1 2017  DCNB’s Board 

Mentorship program 

created 

# of mentor and 

mentee 

Private group created 

on Facebook 

Online portal created 

 

Training session offered to all new employees of a 

BIA 

New DCNB’s 

members 
1 2017  DCNB’s Board 

# of training session 

offered 

# of participants 

Access to data about Downtowns. Provide a 

resource to BIAs for information.  Accurate facts 

and guidance. 

DCNB’s 

members 
1 2019  DCNB’s Board 

Data and resources 

available to members 

Seminars and sessions for all BIA`s to provide 

information and assistance in the planning of 

projects 

DCNB’s 

members 
3 2019  DCNB’s Board 

# of seminars/session 

# of participant 

 
Inform members through a newsletter or an 

update by email twice a year of the work of DCNB 

DCNB’s 

members 
3 2019  DCNB’s Board # of newsletter sent 

 
Create a list of training and development 

opportunities 

DCNB’s 

members 
3 2018  DCNB’s Board List of training created 
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PRIORITY AREA 2: FUNDING 

Strategic goal 1 : Improve and revitalize downtowns.  Address shortcomings related to BIA protection. 

 

Actions 
Target 

Group 

Priority 

level 
Deadline Budget Expected results Leader Means of assessment 

 

Develop a long-term funding program proposal to 

governments (GNB and ACOA).  

 Data on economic levy 

 Funding for :  

o Operations DCNB and BIAs 

 Part-time or full-time 

employee 

 Consulting work 

 Marketing 

o Infrastructures 

 Without planning and 

commitment our Downtowns 

will be deteriorating 

o Planning grant 

o Activities 

 Revamp activities to increase 

traffic 

 Explain how the funding will be managed  

 Economic Developpement plan for DCNB and 

BIAs 

 Explain return on investment (results) 

GNB 

ACOA 
1 2017  

 Consistant funding. 

 Better, greater and stronger Downtowns 

 Appropriate funding for DCNB’s 

members 

 Stimulate growth, sustainability and 

future development of BIAs and 

Downtown Cores 

 Appropriate funding for DCNB’s board 

 Sustainability of DCNB 

DCNB’s Board 

# of meetings held 

# of officers, MLA and 

MP met 

# of document 

prepared 

Data on economy levy 

researched 

Funding program 

proposal created 

Lobbying to increase tax assessments in the province) 
MLA 

Cabinet 
1 

2017 

Ongoing 
 DCNB’s Board 

# of meetings held 

# of press releases 

Create a  long-term incentive funding program – federal 

and provincial 

 Incentive program to maintain and improve 

infrastructures 

MLA 

Cabinet 

MP 

1 2018  DCNB’s Board 

Long-term incentive 

program created 

# of meetings held 

# of MLA and MP met 
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PRIORITY AREA 2: FUNDING 

Strategic goal 2 : Ensure sustainability 

 Secure core funding 

 Improve and sustain the BIAs throughout NB 

 
 

 

  

Actions Target Group 
Priority 

level 
Deadline Budget Expected results Leader Means of assessment 

 

Lobbying for implementation of the Tax Incremental 

financing program 

 Prepare a full proposal (and a two pager) to 

the government explaining the economic 

impact of a TIF program 

 Including the governance model of DCNB 

and BIAs if implemented 

GNB 

MLA 

Cabinet 

1 2017  
 Consistant funding. 

 Better, greater and stronger Downtowns 

 Tax incremental financing in place in 

provincial and in municipal government 

 Stronger organization 

 Maintain sustainable economic 

development of communities 

 Stimulate growth, sustainability and 

future development of BIAs and 

Downtown Cores 

 A.  better implementation of DCNB and 

BIA strategic plans 

 Implementation of NB BIA Planning 

Initiatives 

DCNB’s Board 

Full proposal prepared 

# of meeting held 

# of follow-ups 

Identify sources of funding locally and provincially  

 Taxes, donations, municipalities, private sector 

contributions, fundraisers, etc. 

DCNB’s 

members 
2 2018  DCNB’s Board 

# of sources of funding 

found 

List of locally and 

provincially funding 

created 

Prepare a financial plan model for BIAs 

 Visibility plan for private sector contributions 

(return on investment) 

Private 

sector 

contribution 

2 2019  DCNB’s Board 

Financial plan for 

private sector created 

# of meeting held 

# of contribution 

received 

Amount of contribution 

received 
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PRIORITY AREA 3: MARKETING / COMMUNICATION 

Strategic goal 1 : Educate communities about the crucial roles of BIAs 

o Strengthen the position of DCNB with its members, partners and government 

Actions Target Group 
Priority 

level 
Deadline Budget Expected results Leader Means of assessment 

 

Funding GNB 1 April 2017  

 Improvement of awareness of DCNB’s to 

partners 

 Visibility for our communities  and 

businesses 

 Increased presence on social media 

 Partners and businesses understand the 

importance of DCNB and BIAs 

 Facilitate funding 

 Better recognition from partners 

 

DCNB’s board 

# funding proposal 

sent for marketing 

# of follow-up 

Create a marketing committee 

 Content development team 

o “did you know…”, facts, board members, 

tax assessments, bylaws, etc. 

o Contests 

o Promotion of BIAs (ex :  BIA of the 

month) 

o Social media team (Facebook, Instagram 

and Twitter) 

DCNB’s members 1 
Spring 

2017 
 DCNB’s board 

Marketing committee 

created 

# of members 

# of meetings held 

# of actions 

undertaken 

Create a Facebook, Instagram and Twitter account 
NB’s communities 

NB’s businesses 
3 2018  DCNB’s board 

Facebook, Instagram 

and Twitter account 

created 

# of publications 

# of person responsible 

for publishing 

Prepare an annual list of accomplishments 

Partners 

Businesses 

Government 

2 
Summer 

2017 
 DCNB’s board 

List of accomplishment 

created 

Retractable banner of DCNB DCNB’s board 2 2017  DCNB’s board Banner created 

 PowerPoint presentation about facts about BIAs   

Partners 

Businesses 

Government 

2 
Summer 

2017 
 DCNB’s board 

List of facts created 

PowerPoint created 

 
Press releases every six months to overview the 

work done and impact of BIAs 

NB’s communities 

NB’s businesses 
3 2018  DCNB’s board 

# of press releases sent 

# of media articles  

 
Prepare a list of provincial and regional events 

where the presence of DCNB is important 
DCNB’s members 3 2017  DCNB’s board 

List of provincial and 

regional events 

# of events targeted 
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Annual General Meeting (AGM) 

 Invite partners 

 Press release 

Annual report 

Members 

Partners 
1 

2017 

Ongoing 
 DCNB’s board 

# of invitation 

# of partners at AGM 

Press release sent 

 Presentation to partners Partners 2 2018  DCNB’s board 
# of presentation held 

# of participant 

 Develop a brochure for partners Partners 2 2017  DCNB’s board Brochure created 
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PRIORITY AREA 3: MARKETING / COMMUNICATION  

Strategic goal 2 : Promote BIAs Downtowns 

 Enhance and encourage a positive investment spirit within the downtown business community  

 Encourage local entrepreneurship 

Actions Target Group 
Priority 

level 
Deadline Budget Expected results Leader Means of assessment 

 

Review DCNB and BIAs branding 

 Heart and soul of communities 

 Place for great shopping, restaurants and 

entertainment 

Tourists 

NB’s communities 

NB’s entrepreneurs 

1 2017  

 
 Improvement of awareness 

 Communication tools have been 

developed and implemented 

 Visibility for our communities  and 

businesses 

 Partners and businesses 

understand the importance of 

DCNB and BIAs 

 Facilitate funding 

 Better recognition from partners 

 

DCNB’s board 
DCNB and BIAs branding 

reviewed 

Develop key messages 1 2017  DCNB’s board 
Key messages created 

# of key messages 

Professional photos of downtowns 1 2017  DCNB’s board # of professional photos taken 

List of services and activities in each BIAs 1 2017  DCNB’s board 

List of services and activities 

created 

# of services and activities 

Develop activities all year around 3 2019  DCNB’s board 
# of activities 

Calendar of activities created 

Update of website 

 Current website can’t be found on search engines 
2 2018  DCNB’s board 

Website updates 

# of new information 

Develop a brochure for potential businesses 2 2018  DCNB’s board 
Brochure developed 

# of brochure distributed 

Develop a marketing communication plan 1 2017  DCNB’s board 
Marketing communication 

plan created 

Develop an urban sprawl tool kit 3 2019  DCNB’s board Urban sprawl kit created 

Create a list of potential activities for vibrant downtowns 

Create a ‘how-to’ guide 

Ex : Festivals, vendor drive, open-air markets, 

buskers, Diverse entertainment for the masses : 

concerts, movies in the park, incentives for 

citizens to buy local, seasonal activities 

3 2018  DCNB’s board 

List of potential activities 

created 

# of activities 

# of ‘how to’ included in the 

guide 

Create a dialogue between merchants.  Gather the 

merchants   

 5-7 market.  Business appreciation events. Bring 

the buyer to the merchant to increase their 

business. 

3 2018  DCNB’s board # of dialogue activities 
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PRIORITY AREA 4: LOBBYING, PARTNERSHIP, NETWORKING 

 Strategic goal 1 : Establish partnerships and networks locally and provincially. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Actions Target Group 
Priority 

level 
Deadline Budget Expected results Leader Means of assessment 

 

Assist at Chamber of Commerce activities 

Chambers of 

commerce 

Members of 

Chambers of 

commerce 

2 
2018 

Ongoing 
 

 

DCNB’s board 

# of activities 

participated 

# of DCNB’s members  

participated 

Meeting and presentations with economic 

organizations to explore opportunities of 

partnership.  Ex: Conesil économique du Nouveau-

Brunswick, Association francophone des 

municipalités du N.-B., Chambers of Commerce, 

other business agencies, etc. 

CENB 

AFMNB 

Chamber of 

commerce 

Business 

Council 

2 
2018 

Ongoing 
 DCNB’s board 

# of activities 

participated 

# of organizations 

# of DCNB’s members  

participated 

Target events to network 
DCNB’s 

members 
2 2018  DCNB’s board 

# of events targeted 

# of DCNB’S 

participated 

Hosting IDA in Atlantic Canada IDA board 3 2019  DCNB’s board 

IDA hosted in Atlantic 

Canada 

# of participant 
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PRIORITY AREA 4: LOBBYING, PARTNERSHIP, NETWORKING 

 Strategic goal 2 : Building strong relationships with municipal, provincial and federal governments 
  

 

 
  

 

 

Actions Target Group 
Priority 

level 
Deadline Budget Expected results Leader Means of assessment 

 

Prepare marketing tools and financial proposals 

Municipalities 

GNB 

Federal Gvt 

1 2017  

 More municipal and provincial support / Staff 

and support at GNB 

 Better relationship with municipalities 

 Continue to be the CRD of our municipalities 

 Prosperous relationships have been established 

 Create awareness of DCNB 

 DCNB has strengthened its position with 

partners and government. 

 Strategic opportunities for strengthening the 

economic base of New Brunswick downtowns 

are developed.  

 DCNB has facilitated signed partnership 

agreements with Provincial and Federal 

Governments 

 More trust from partners 

 DCNB is recognized as an engine that provides 

working tools to the BIAs for the betterment of the 

respective regions and the province as a whole 

DCNB’s board 

Marketing tools and 

financial proposal 

created and sent 

# of follow-up for 

funding 

Target strategic individuals for lobbying 
GNB 

Federal Gvt 
2 2017  DCNB’s board 

# of individual 

targeted 

Regular meetings and communications with staff 

at Environment and Local Government of New 

Brunswick 

 Update on work and improvement 

ELG staff 1 
2017 

Ongoing 
 DCNB’s board 

# of meeting held 

# of ELG staff 

members met 

Regular meetings and communications with 

members of parliament of New Brunswick (ex: 

Dominic LeBlanc 

Federal Gvt 2 2018  DCNB’s board 

# of meeting held with 

MP’s 

# of meetings with 

ACOA 

Regular meetings with influent MLAs 
GNB 

Cabinet 
1 

2017 

Ongoing 
 DCNB’s board 

# of meetings held 

# of MLA’s met 

Meeting with board of directors of Regional Service 

Commissions 

RSC’s board of 

directors 
3 2018  DCNB’s board 

# of meeting 

# of boards met 

 Private reception for MLA’s, and MP’s MLA’s and MP’s 3 2018  DCNB’s board 

# of reception 

organized 

# of participants 

 Invite councils (mayors) at AGM Municipalities 1 2017  DCNB’s board 
# of invitations sent 

# of participants 
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PRIORITY AREA 5: POLICIES DEVELOPMENT 

 Strategic goal 1 : Develop and recommend policies to government 
 

 

 

 

Actions Target Group 
Priority 

level 
Deadline Budget Expected results Leader Means of assessment 

 

Review and amend business improvement act (BIA 

act). Underline the changes to be made in a 

document.  Prepare an official proposal to 

government explaining the importance of the 

update. 

GNB 1 2017  
 Updated BIA Act . Provincial and Municipal 

Land Use and Economic Development policies 

reflect the concept of principles of Smart Growth 

and sustainable development.   

 To reduce urban sprawl. 

 

DCNB’s board 

Changes to be made are 

clearly identified 

Official proposal created 

 

Meeting with cabinet 

MLA’s 

ELG  staff 

Cabinet 

1 2017  DCNB’s board Meeting with cabinet held 

Continue lobbying 

MLA’s 

ELG  staff 

Cabinet 

1 2017  DCNB’s board 

# of follow-ups 

# of meetings with MLA’s 

and staff 


